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Abstract
We consider the problem of maintaining a string of n brackets ‘(’or ‘)’ under the operation reverse(i) that
changes the ith bracket from ‘(’ to ‘)’ or vice versa, and returns ‘yes’ if and only if the resulting string is properly
balanced. We show that this problem can be solved on the RAM in time O(log n/ log log n) per operation
using linear space and preprocessing.Moreover, we show that this is optimal in the sense that every data struc-
ture supporting reverse (no matter its space and preprocessing complexity) needs time(log n/ log log n) per
operation in the cell probe model.
© 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A string of brackets like (( )(( ))) is properly nested or balanced, while (( and ( ))(( ) are not.
Deciding which is which is a classical computational problem that appears in many introductory
textbooks on data structures. In sequential computation, it illustrates the power of a stack (the
related formal language, the Dyck language, requires a push-down automaton), and in parallel
computation, it captures the concept of counting (the problem is AC0-complete for TC0).
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In this paper, we characterise the complexity of the natural dynamic variant of the problem,
where the string is subject to changes. Consider ‘( )( )’ for example. Reversing the second bracket will
destroy balance: ‘((( )’, and subsequently reversing either the second or third bracket will re-establish
it, but in different ways: ‘( )( )’ or ‘(( ))’.
This problem is encountered bymanymodern editors for programming languages, which contain
incremental parsers that perform an on-line syntax check whenever the user changes the text, in-
cluding a check for properly nested brackets. The present paper, consideres this problem from a the-
oretical perspective; our algorithms are impractical and unlikely to be used in real editing software.
To be precise, we consider the problem of maintaining a string of brackets of length n under a
single operation reverse(i) that changes the ith letter from ‘(’ to ‘)’ or vice versa, and returns ‘yes’ if
and only if the updated string is balanced. Our model of computation is a unit-cost RAM [1] with
word size log n. We show that the complexity of ‘reverse’ is (log n/ log log n):
Theorem 1. There is a data structure supporting reverse in worst case time O(log n/ log log n). The
data structure uses linear preprocessing time and linear space.Moreover, this is optimal in the sense that
every data structure (no matter its space and preprocessing complexity) needs time(log n/ log log n)
to support reverse in the worst case.
The upper bound relies on a new data structure that may have independent interest and is
described in Section 1.1. The lower bound is proved by a reduction from the marked ancestor
problem [2].
Discussion and related work. The best previous results for our problem are an O(log n) upper bound
and an (log log n/ log log log n) lower bound, both from [5]. That reference also considers strings
like ‘([ ]( ))’ with more than one type of bracket. Lower bounds of size(log n/ log log n) for compu-
tationally harder problems about nested brackets (interval queries, ﬁnding matching brackets, and
instances with more than one type of bracket) are given in [5,10,11]. The lower bound in Theorem 1
is the culmination of this line of research and subsumes the previous bounds.
A related problem of balanced bracket maintenance, where updates are guaranteed to maintain
balance and the query ﬁnds the nearest enclosing pair, was studied in [3]; our lower bound shows
that the O(log n/ log log n) upper bound of that papers is optimal (see Section 4.1).
The investigation of the dynamic cell probe complexity of formal languages was started in [6],
which considered regular languages, and continued in [4,12]. In formal language theory terms, the
present paper establishes the complexity of theone-sidedDyck languageD1, the languageof properly
balanced parantheses with one type of brackets.
It was pointed out in [5] that the two-sided version of the problem,where both ( ) and )( are consid-
ered balanced, can be solved in constant time per operation. This problem is essentially a counting
problem—the string balances if and only if it contains the same number of opening and closing
brackets. In many models of computation, the complexities of the one- and two-sided problems are
the same. The present paper shows that for dynamic computation, the one-sided problem is much
harder, and since the underlying counting problem can be solved in constant time, the complexity
rests entirely on the global nesting structure that must be maintained under local changes.
The dynamic nested bracket problem was studied in a different model of dynamic computation
(dynamic ﬁrst-order logic) by Immerman and Patnaik [13].
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1.1. Sufﬁx-change priority queues
A sufﬁx-change priority queue (s-queue for short) supports the following operations. Let s be a
sequence of integers, s = s1, . . . , sm with si ∈ −n .. n.
init(sˆ1, . . . , sˆm): set si = sˆi, where sˆi ∈ −n .. n,
value(i): return si,
min: return mini si,
change(i, c): let si = si + c provided si + c ∈ −n .. n, where i ∈ 1 .. m, c ∈ −r .. r,
sufﬁx-change(i, c): let sj = sj + c for all j > i provided sj + c ∈ −n .. n, where i ∈ 1 .. m− 1,
c ∈ −r .. r,
for paramters outside the stated ranges, the behaviour of the data structure is undeﬁned.
With the exception of sufﬁx-change, these are the operations of a priority queue (with delete).
Observe that change can be implemented by two applications to sufﬁx-change, and is included on-
ly for convenience. The value operation provided by our structure is not needed for the present
application, and is provided for completeness.
In Section 3 we describe a data structure for his problem that can be summarized in the following
result:
Lemma 1. Let 0 <  < 1. If r  2log1− n and m  13 log
 n then an s-queue can be implemented on
a RAM with word size log n such that init takes O(m) time and the other s-queue operations take
constant time. The data structure can be initialised in O(n) time and take O(n) space.
Discussion and related work. The interesting part of the result is that there is no restriction on the
range of the values si other than that they ﬁt into a constant number of machine words. Instead, we
restrict the range r of increments. Had we instead restricted the range of values si by for example
si ∈ 0 .. r − 1 then the entire sequence would ﬁt into m log r < log n bits, and the result of every
operation could be tabulated in linear space beforehand for constant update time.
In [8] a data structure for a small set of integers was given, which supports standard search and
priority queues in constant time per operation, and was used to construct the ﬁrst linear time min-
imum spanning tree algorithm. Similarly, our data structure given in Section 1.1 works on a small
set of integers to support priority queue operations in constant time per operation. In addition, we
show how to update in constant time a subset of the stored integers.
2. The upper bound
Let xi denote the ith letter of the bracket string x and represent ‘(’ by +1 and ‘)’ by −1. Construct
a balanced tree T with n leaves whose ith leaf corresponds to xi . Each internal node has exactly b
ordered children (b will be ﬁxed later); the ancestors of the nth leaf may have fewer than b children.
For every non-root node v we let p(v) denote its parent and i(v) denote its index among its sib-
lings, so that v is the i(v)th child of p(v). Let c(v, i) denote the ith child of v and let l(v) and r(v) be
the indices of its leftmost and rightmost leaf descendants, respectively.
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At each internal node we maintain two values
sum(v) = xl(v) + · · · + xr(v)
minpreﬁx(v) = min
k∈l(v)..r(v) xl(v) + · · · + xk .
We also deﬁne sum(l) = minpreﬁx(l) = x(l) for every leaf l.
Observe that at the root r we have sum(r) = x1 + · · · + xn andminpreﬁx(r) = mink∈1..n x1 + · · · +
xk , and that x is balanced if and only if both these values are 0.Wewill show how tomaintain sum(v)
and minpreﬁx(v) for each node v in T .
Observe that when a leaf is changed we can easily update sum(v) for all its ancestors in time equal
to the height of the tree. The difﬁcult part is to update minpreﬁx.
To this end we maintain at each internal node a sequence of b values that contain information
about the minimal preﬁx sums of its children: Let v be an internal node and w = c(v, i) be the ith
child of v. Deﬁne
si(v) = minpreﬁx(w)+
∑
j∈1..i−1
sum(c(v, j))
= min
k∈l(w)..r(w) xl(v) + · · · + xk .
Thusminpreﬁx(v) = mini∈1..b si(v). To store and update these values wemaintain an s-queue over
s1(v), . . . , sb(v) at every internal node v. The space and initialisation time used for all these queues
is linear in the number of children in the tree, in total O(n).
After an update to leaf l, if v is on the path from l to the root then some of the values si(v) have
to be updated (no other nodes contain values that depend on l). Assume the path passes through
v’s ith child w. Then the change to si(v) is the same as the change to minpreﬁx(w). Then change to
sj(v) for j > i is the same as the change to x(l). The values sj(v) for j < i remain unchanged. This
gives rise to the next lemma.
Lemma 2. Every reverse operation can be implemented with O(log n/ log b) primitive operations and
operations on s-queues with b elements each. The value of c in the change and sufﬁx-change operations
is in the range −2..2.
Proof. The procedure for updating the tree is described in Fig. 1. Inspection of the ﬁgure shows that
at each level in the tree we use a constant number of primitive operations and s-queue operations.
The height of a balanced tree with degree b is O(log n/ log b). For the last part of the lemma we
observe that  ∈ −2 .. 2 invariantly: when the values of the s-queue at p(v) are changed with change
or sufﬁx-change, the minimum changes by at most 2, so the subsequent assignment to will preserve
the invariant. 
Using the constant time data structure for s-queues from Lemma 1, the above result establishes
the upper bound in Theorem 1.
3. Constant time data structure for s-queues
This section describes the data structure for Lemma 1.
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Fig. 1. Implementation of reverse using an s-queue. We write v.change for the change operation of the s-queue stored at
v, and similarly for the other operations.
Let  = mini sˆi . We will maintain three tables of m values each,
T1: We set T1[i] = sˆi at initialisation.
T2: At initialisation, we set T2[i] = rm+ min{si − , 2rm}, and after sufﬁx-change(i, c) we set
T2[j] = min{T2[j] + c, 3rm}, for all j > i. (1)
T3: We maintain si = T1[i] + T3[i] − rm for all i after initialisation and after every sufﬁx-change.
Observe that after the initialisation, we have
min
i
T2[i] = rm, (2)
and at any time during the ﬁrst m updates, we ensure
T2[i], T3[i] ∈ 0 .. 3rm (i ∈ 1 .. m). (3)
Lemma 3. At any time during the ﬁrst m updates
min
i
si = min
i
T2[i] + − rm. (4)
Proof.An index j for which T2[j] /= sj − + rm is called incorrect. To establish the lemma it sufﬁces
to show that when index j becomes incorrect after an update or initialisation then
sj  min
i
si (5)
and
T2[j]  min
i
T2[i] (6)
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for the remainder of the ﬁrst m updates. First note that since each of the m updates changes the
value of si by at most r, we have mini si  + rm and mini T2[i]  2rm from (2).
Assume that j becomes incorrect at initialisation; this only happens if sj  2rm+ . Especially,
sj  rm+   mini si, establishing (5). Also, in that case we will have initialised T2[j] = 3rm, so
after at most m updates we have T2[j]  2rm  mini T2[i], establishing (6).
Now assume that j was initialised correctly and consider the ﬁrst update that makes j incor-
rect. Let sj and T2[j] denote the values prior to the update. Since the index becomes incorrect we
must have T2[j] + c  3rm, so by prior correctness we establish sj  2rm+ , which we already
analysed. 
We can now sketch our data structure. We use T3 to answer value-queries and T2 to answer min-
queries during the ﬁrst m updates. We show below how to perform all updates to T2 and T3, as well
as the minimisation query to T2, in constant time. After m updates we re-initialise the structure in
O(m) time, which yields constant amortised time per operation. The work can be distributed over
the updates to achieve a constant time worst-case bound.
3.1. Updating the tables
We use standard tabulation techniques [9] to inspect and update T2 and T3 in constant time.
Below, we give a detailed description of how to update T2 according to (1). The remaining table
operations are to look up or change T3[i] and to computemini T2[i]; these operations can be handled
in constant time by similar tabulations.
Let w(T) be the representation of table T , and assume that a single log n bits machine word can
store both w(T), and index i (i ∈ 1 .. m), and a value c (c ∈ −r .. r). We pre-compute an arrayM with
at most n entries, such that M [w(T2)] contains the representation of the table resulting from the
update (1). Thus the update can be performed in constant time by replacing T2 with M [w(T2)].
We conclude that a single machine word must be able to contain a table of m elements, each of
which is in the range givenby (3), togetherwith the representationof i ∈ 1 .. m, and the representation
of c ∈ −r .. r. In total, this requires
mlog(3rm+ 1) + logm + log(2r + 1),
bits which is at most log n for m = 13 log n, r  nlog
− n, and n sufﬁciently large.
It remains to show that the arrayM can be constructed in linear time. For each table T2, for each
index i, and for each value c we need to perform the update (1) for up tom entries. The total number
of entries we need to update is
(3rm+ 1)mm2(2r + 1) = O(n).
Each of these updates consists of comparison, assignment, or addition of a block of bits in a word,
which can be handled with word-level comparisons, assignment, and addition using additional
pre-computed tables. For concreteness, assume that the values T2[1], . . . , T2[m] in T2 are stored as
the number
∑m
i=1 T2[i]2(i−1)log(3rm+1). For example, the value of T2[j] needed to perform the com-
parison can be looked up in another pre-computed table, and the addition of c to T2[j] can be
performed by adding c2(j−1)log(3rm+1) to w(T2), the exponents needed for such computations can
also be prepared advance.
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3.2. Worst case bounds
To achieve constant worst case time bounds we use standard technique to re-build the data
structure in the background. Essential we do as follows. We have two copies of the data structure.
During the ﬁrst m updates we use one of the copies as described above. After 12m updates, at time
t, we start initializing the other copy with the current values of the element in the queue. This
work is distributed over the remaining 12m updates. After m updates the new copy will be some-
what outdated since it does not reﬂect any of the updates since time t. Keeping the updates since
time t in a single word, we can in constant time update T2 and T3 using another array, which can
be constructed in a preprocessing step in linear time and space, using the technique as described
above.
4. The lower bound
Let T be a rooted tree with n nodes, each of which can be in two states: marked or unmarked. The
nodes on the unique path from v to the root are denoted (v), which includes v and the root. The
marked ancestor problem is to maintain a data structure with the following operations:
mark(v): mark node v,
unmark(v): remove the mark from node v,
exists(v): return ‘yes’ if and only if (v) contains any marked node.
From [2] we have that the following lower bound in the cell probe model with word size log n:
Theorem 2 [2]. The marked ancestor problem requires (log n/ log log n) worst case time per oper-
ation.
To prove the lower bound stated in Theorem 1 we show that each marked ancestor operation can
be supported by a constant number of reverse operations.
The tree T with n nodes is represented by a balanced string s of length 4n. To initialise the struc-
ture we perform a depth ﬁrst search in T . Let c be a counter initialised to 0. Each time we visit node
v for the ﬁrst or last time we increment c by 2, and assign the values ﬁrst(v) = c and last(v) = c,
respectively. A node v corresponds to four letters in s at positions ﬁrst(v)− 1, ﬁrst(v), last(v)− 1,
and last(v) deﬁned as follows. Let
x = s(1) · · · s(ﬁrst(v)− 2)
y = s(ﬁrst(v)+ 1) · · · s(last(v)− 2)
z = s(last(v)+ 1) · · · s(4n).
If v is marked then we let s = x((y))z, otherwise s = x( )y( )z. By virtue of the depth ﬁrst search,
the string s balances. To maintain the correspondence we only need to perform 2 reversals for every
mark and unmark operation. Next we show how to support exists(v) using 4 reversals. Assume that
v is unmarked (the other case is easy). First, perform reverse(ﬁrst(v)− 1) and reverse(last(v)). We
claim that the last reversal returns ‘yes’ if and only if v has a marked ancestor. Finally, perform
reverse(ﬁrst(v)− 1) and reverse(last(v)) once more to re-establish the correspondence.
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To see that this approach works consider exists(v) on an unmarked node v. We have s = x( )y( )z,
which we updated to s′ = x))y ((z with the ﬁrst two reversals. Note that y is a balanced string cor-
responding to the proper subtrees of v and that xz is a balanced string corresponding to the tree T
without the subtree rooted at v. A node w /= v that is not an ancestor nor a descendant of v will be
represented by brackets in x or z, but not both. A proper ancestor w to v is represented with ‘((’ in
x and ‘))’ in z if it is marked; otherwise it is represented with ‘( )’ in both x and z. Thus if v has no
marked ancestors, both x and z will balance but s′ will not. On the other hand, if v has a marked
ancestor, the string s′ will have the form
· · · ((· · ·)) y ((· · ·)) · · ·
and balance. This concludes the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1.
4.1. Maintaining a sequence of balanced brackets
In this section, we observe that the lower bound applies to the problem studied in [3] as well. This
result can also be proved (using a different reduction) from [7], without appealing to the marked
ancestor problem.
The operations studied by [3] maintain a balanced string x of brackets under the following oper-
ations:
insert(i, j): change x = x1 . . . xn to x1 . . . xi−1(xi . . . xj−1)xj · · · xn provided that the result balances
(otherwise the behaviour is undeﬁned),
delete(i, j): remove xi and xj provided that the result still balances (otherwise the bahaviour is
undeﬁned)
find(k): Return the nearest enclosing pair (i, j). That is, xi and xj are a matching pair with
i < k < j and there is no pair (i′, j′) enclosed by (i, j) also enclosing k .
We can assume that ﬁnd returns some special value ‘⊥’ for indices not enclosed by any brackets,
alternatively we can surround the instance x by an extra pair of brackets (x) to avoid this special
case.
The instance s constructed in our lower bound above can be maintained with insert and delete
as well, since the instance balances after updates. To support exists(v) we query find(ﬁrst(v)+ 1).
This will return ⊥ if and only if there are no marked ancestors to v.
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